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This software and related documentation are provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on
use and disclosure and are protected by intellectual property laws. Except as expressly permitted in your
license agreement or allowed by law, you may not use, copy, reproduce, translate, broadcast, modify, license,
transmit, distribute, exhibit, perform, publish, or display any part, in any form, or by any means. Reverse
engineering, disassembly, or decompilation of this software, unless required by law for interoperability, is
prohibited.

The information contained herein is subject to change without notice and is not warranted to be error-free. If
you find any errors, please report them to us in writing.

If this is software, software documentation, data (as defined in the Federal Acquisition Regulation), or related
documentation that is delivered to the U.S. Government or anyone licensing it on behalf of the U.S.
Government, then the following notice is applicable:

U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS: Oracle programs (including any operating system, integrated software,
any programs embedded, installed, or activated on delivered hardware, and modifications of such programs)
and Oracle computer documentation or other Oracle data delivered to or accessed by U.S. Government end
users are "commercial computer software," "commercial computer software documentation," or "limited rights
data" pursuant to the applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency-specific supplemental
regulations. As such, the use, reproduction, duplication, release, display, disclosure, modification, preparation
of derivative works, and/or adaptation of i) Oracle programs (including any operating system, integrated
software, any programs embedded, installed, or activated on delivered hardware, and modifications of such
programs), ii) Oracle computer documentation and/or iii) other Oracle data, is subject to the rights and
limitations specified in the license contained in the applicable contract. The terms governing the U.S.
Government's use of Oracle cloud services are defined by the applicable contract for such services. No other
rights are granted to the U.S. Government.

This software or hardware is developed for general use in a variety of information management applications.
It is not developed or intended for use in any inherently dangerous applications, including applications that
may create a risk of personal injury. If you use this software or hardware in dangerous applications, then you
shall be responsible to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, redundancy, and other measures to ensure its
safe use. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates disclaim any liability for any damages caused by use of this
software or hardware in dangerous applications.

Oracle®, Java, and MySQL are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Other names may be
trademarks of their respective owners.

Intel and Intel Inside are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation. All SPARC trademarks are
used under license and are trademarks or registered trademarks of SPARC International, Inc. AMD, Epyc,
and the AMD logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices. UNIX is a registered
trademark of The Open Group.

This software or hardware and documentation may provide access to or information about content, products,
and services from third parties. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates are not responsible for and expressly
disclaim all warranties of any kind with respect to third-party content, products, and services unless otherwise
set forth in an applicable agreement between you and Oracle. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates will not be
responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to or use of third-party content,
products, or services, except as set forth in an applicable agreement between you and Oracle.
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Preface

• Overview - Describes diagnostic and troubleshooting information for x86 servers
with Oracle ILOM 5.1 and later

• Audience - Technicians, system administrators, and authorized service providers

• Required knowledge - Advanced experience troubleshooting and replacing
hardware

Product Documentation Library
Documentation and resources for this product and related products are available at: 
Oracle Help Center.

Feedback
Provide feedback about this documentation at: Oracle Documentation Feedback.

Product Documentation Library
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1
Introduction

This Licensing Information document is a part of the product or program documentation
under the terms of your Oracle license agreement.

About this Document
This document is intended to help you understand the program editions, entitlements,
restrictions, prerequisites, special license rights, and/or separately licensed third party
technology terms associated with the Oracle software program(s) covered by this document
(the "Program(s)"). Entitled or restricted use products or components identified in this
document that are not provided with the particular Program may be obtained from the Oracle
Software Delivery Cloud website or from media Oracle may provide. If you have a question
about your license rights and obligations, please contact your Oracle sales representative,
review the information provided in the Oracle Engineered Systems Price List, and/or contact
the applicable Oracle License Management Services representative listed on the site.
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https://edelivery.oracle.com/osdc/faces/SoftwareDelivery
https://edelivery.oracle.com/osdc/faces/SoftwareDelivery
https://www.oracle.com/corporate/pricing/#engineered-systems
https://www.oracle.com/corporate/license-management-services/


2
Oracle Technology Notices and Licenses

The following Oracle Technologies that have a license document may be included in or
distributed with this Oracle product. These Oracle Technologies include various third party
software, and notices and licenses at Systems Management Documentation:

• Oracle Integrated Lights Out Manager (ILOM)

• Oracle Hardware Management Pack 2.4.x

• Oracle Hardware Management Pack 2.4.x for Oracle Solaris 11.4

Third Party Notices and/or Licenses

Open Source or Other Separately Licensed Software
Required notices for open source or other separately licensed software products or
components distributed with your server are identified in the following table along with the
applicable licensing information. Additional notices and/or licenses may be found in the
included documentation or readme files of the individual third party open source software.
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Provider Component(s) Licensing Information

various UEFI
Diagnostics 3.0

Copyright (c) 2019, TianoCore and contributors.  All rights 
reserved.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-Patent

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright 
notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above 
copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation
   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this license, each 
copyright holder
and contributor hereby grants to those receiving rights under this 
license
a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, 
irrevocable
(except for failure to satisfy the conditions of this license) 
patent
license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and 
otherwise
transfer this software, where such license applies only to those 
patent
claims, already acquired or hereafter acquired, licensable by such 
copyright
holder or contributor that are necessarily infringed by:

(a) their Contribution(s) (the licensed copyrights of copyright 
holders and
    non-copyrightable additions of contributors, in source or 
binary form)
    alone; or

(b) combination of their Contribution(s) with the work of 
authorship to
    which such Contribution(s) was added by such copyright holder 
or
    contributor, if, at the time the Contribution is added, such 
addition
    causes such combination to be necessarily infringed. The 
patent license
    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the
    Contribution.

Except as expressly stated above, no rights or licenses from any 
copyright
holder or contributor is granted under this license, whether 
expressly, by

Chapter 2
Third Party Notices and/or Licenses
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Provider Component(s) Licensing Information

implication, estoppel or otherwise.

DISCLAIMER

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND 
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR 
CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT 
OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 
BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

******************************************************************
The following additional License.txt files were found in the 
source code:
./OvmfPkg/License.txt
./OvmfPkg/Bhyve/License.txt
******************************************************************

./OvmfPkg/License.txt
---------------------------

ckochsto@sca-lx-06 ~/edk2-stable20218/edk2-edk2-stable202108]$ 
cat ./OvmfPkg/License.txt
Copyright (c) 2012 - 2019, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-Patent

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright 
notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above 
copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation
   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this license, each 
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Provider Component(s) Licensing Information

copyright holder
and contributor hereby grants to those receiving rights under this 
license
a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, 
irrevocable
(except for failure to satisfy the conditions of this license) 
patent
license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and 
otherwise
transfer this software, where such license applies only to those 
patent
claims, already acquired or hereafter acquired, licensable by such 
copyright
holder or contributor that are necessarily infringed by:

(a) their Contribution(s) (the licensed copyrights of copyright 
holders and
    non-copyrightable additions of contributors, in source or 
binary form)
    alone; or

(b) combination of their Contribution(s) with the work of 
authorship to
    which such Contribution(s) was added by such copyright holder 
or
    contributor, if, at the time the Contribution is added, such 
addition
    causes such combination to be necessarily infringed. The 
patent license
    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the
    Contribution.

Except as expressly stated above, no rights or licenses from any 
copyright
holder or contributor is granted under this license, whether 
expressly, by
implication, estoppel or otherwise.

DISCLAIMER

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND 
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR 
CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT 
OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 
BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
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Third Party Notices and/or Licenses
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Provider Component(s) Licensing Information

OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
===================================================================
=============

Some files are subject to the following license, the MIT license. 
Those files
are located in:
- OvmfPkg/Include/IndustryStandard/Xen/
- OvmfPkg/XenBusDxe/

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person 
obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the 
"Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation 
the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, 
and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software 
is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including 
the next
paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions 
of the
Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT 
SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR 
OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, 
ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER 
DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

./OvmfPkg/Bhyve/License.txt
-----------------------------------
[ckochsto@sca-lx-06 ~/edk2-stable20218/edk2-edk2-stable202108]$ 
cat ./OvmfPkg/Bhyve/License.txt
Copyright (c) 2020, Rebecca Cran <Rebecca@bsdio.com
Copyright (c) 2004 - 2019, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.
Copyright (C) 2018, Red Hat, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2017, Advanced Micro Devices. All rights reserved.
Copyright (C) 2016, Red Hat, Inc.(C) Copyright 2016 Hewlett 
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Provider Component(s) Licensing Information

Packard Enterprise Development LP
Copyright (c) 2015 Nahanni SystemsCopyright (C) 2015, Red Hat, Inc.
Copyright (C) 2014, Red Hat, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2014, Pluribus Networks, Inc.
Copyright (C) 2013, Red Hat, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2012, 2013, Red Hat, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2011, Bei Guan <gbtju85@gmail.com
Copyright (c) 2011, Andrei Warkentin <andreiw@motorola.com
Portions copyright (c) 2011, Apple Inc. All rights reserved.
Portions copyright (c) 2010,Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-2-Clause-Patent

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright 
notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above 
copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation
   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this license, each 
copyright holder
and contributor hereby grants to those receiving rights under this 
license
a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, 
irrevocable
(except for failure to satisfy the conditions of this license) 
patent
license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and 
otherwise
transfer this software, where such license applies only to those 
patent
claims, already acquired or hereafter acquired, licensable by such 
copyright
holder or contributor that are necessarily infringed by:

(a) their Contribution(s) (the licensed copyrights of copyright 
holders and
    non-copyrightable additions of contributors, in source or 
binary form)
    alone; or

(b) combination of their Contribution(s) with the work of 
authorship to
    which such Contribution(s) was added by such copyright holder 
or
    contributor, if, at the time the Contribution is added, such 
addition
    causes such combination to be necessarily infringed. The 
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Provider Component(s) Licensing Information

patent license
    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the
    Contribution.

Except as expressly stated above, no rights or licenses from any 
copyright
holder or contributor is granted under this license, whether 
expressly, by
implication, estoppel or otherwise.

DISCLAIMER

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND 
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR 
CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT 
OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 
BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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